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For investors, all over the world, gold coins and gold bars are the most favorite options. Gold is a
safe asset and it always safeguards the investor from the effects of currency inflation. Many
countries of the world produce gold coins in their mints. Singapore produces gold bars and gold
coins in the range 1gm â€“ 100gm. Singapore started making gold coins in the year 1975. Singapore
offers a range of gold bars and gold coins. One can buy gold, Singapore online when it is available
at the best price. In Singapore, a series of gold coins are made. One can buy gold in the form of
Singapore coins from bullion dealers.  These dealers fix a minimum quantity to be purchased and
also they offer volume discounts. One can get the feel of Singapore through its gold coins. Gold
price is going up again and again and still the same trend continues. When financial assets are sold
frequently, that obviously shows the volatility.  This can be a consequence of the Euro zone crisis.

The value of gold coins has been increasing continuously during the last two years.  With the help of
internet one can buy gold coins from any dealer the world over. When there are more number of
sources, one can compare the prices and buy the coins at the current cheapest price. When coins
are purchased from a dealer, the reliability of that dealer must be checked prior to buying the coins.
If it is an auction from e-bay, the feed-back rating of the seller should be checked. Grading is
another hurdle in the purchase of gold coins.  If the coins are graded by third party grading services
such coins are safer to buy.  Those who want regular investments they can opt to buy gold
regularly. However, it is practically impossible to say the upper and lower limits of coin market. At
the rates of the bullion market, one can invest any amount in gold coins bullion.

Gold bars are available in different shapes and sizes. It is always beneficial to purchase gold bars in
bulk. One way to buy gold, Singapore is to buy gold bars each of which weighs 117gm. More than
two million gold bars are produced every year. Purchase of gold bar is a cost effective way of buying
gold. Gold bar is always cheaper than the gold coin of the same weight. Gold bars will have a
minimum purity of 99.5%. Singapore introduced 500 dollar coins in the year 1981. Each coin had a
different design.
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Alexfolky - About Author:
If you are looking for a buy gold, then AUtrading provides best services in buy and sell gold silver
Free World Wide delivery to Hong Kong and Singapore. For more details on a bullion dealer please
visit our website.
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